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GAGAL

GOING TO THE GRASS ROOT

Pipe network of treated sewage water
using Root Zone Technology created by
ACC TRUST

Water recycling provides tremendous
environmental benefits. By providing
an additional source of water, water
recycling can help us find ways to
decrease the diversion of water from
sensitive ecosystems. Recycling water
on site reduces the energy needed to
move water longer distances or pump
water from deep within an aquifer.
Other benefits include decreasing
wastewater discharges and reducing
and preventing pollution.
The Root Zone Technology at ACC
Gagal Cement Works, is a low cost
alternative to treat large amounts of
sewage water generated in Gagal.
The Root Zone Technology involves
running contaminated water under
root zones of specially designed reed
beds and comprises of three essential
systems:
• Reeds: Reeds are wetland plants,
which push oxygen into root zones
and create optimal conditions for
the growth of bacteria and fungi.
• Reed
beds:
A
trench
of
approximately two feet depth is
dug and filled with soil to provide
optimal conditions for plant and
bacterial growth. These reeds are
selected according to their flow

rate, nature and concentration of
contaminants in waste water.
• Micro-organisms: Various fungi
and bacteria thrive in the root
beds and oxidise impurities in
waste water decomposing the
contaminants to basic elemental
forms.
ACC Gagal implemented a pilot
project using Root Zone Technology
at its residential campus to treat
sewage water to make it reusable
with the aim of using the treated
water for gardening purposes and
without discharging it into nearby

water bodies. The residential campus
of ACC Gagal consists of residential
quarters of employees, guest houses
and training hostels; accommodating
an average of 400 families. The
Root Zone Water Treatment Plant
with a capacity of 100 m3 per day
was installed to treat the sewage
generated at the residential campus.
The success of this project has
spurred similar initiatives within
the ACC TRUST project area of Gagal
Cement Works like the Bilaspur
District Headquarters, among other
places.

Plant bed that is used in Root Zone
Technology created by ACC TRUST
For more details, please contact hitender.kapoor@acclimited.com
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LAKHERI

EMPOWERING VILLAGES TO BECOME
SELF-SUFFICIENT IN THEIR WATER NEEDS

Check dam constructed by ACC TRUST on the Mez River

ACC Lakheri Cement Works is ACC’s
oldest cement plant and has been in
existence for over 100 years. Water
is scarce in the Hadoti area of Bundi
district, close to the Lakheri cement
manufacturing unit and limestone
mines.
ACC TRUST, Lakheri Cement Works
came to aid of the local community
by conserving natural resources and
promoting sustainability by conducting activities to generate awareness
and sensitise communities on water
conservation and rainwater harvesting in 10 surrounding villages.

TRUST constructed a path to divert
water from the main catchment
area of the Vindhya Mountain Range
towards the Mahesh Sagar Pond.
This water is the main groundwater
source for the nearby community
of Lakheri which is used to cultivate
water chestnut.
The Government of Rajasthan
launched the Chief Minister Jan
Swavlamban
Abhiyan
(CMJSA)
project to make the villages in
Rajasthan self-sufficient for their
water needs. ACC TRUST constructed

the Balwan and Gendoli check dams
under ACC’s Sarankshit Paryavaran
project to maximise rainwater
harvesting and fulfil the water needs
of village.
Following ACC TRUST’s interventions,
Gendoli has become a water selfsufficient village. An estimated
7.5 crore litres of rainwater was
harvested ensuring that the villagers
have sufficient water for irrigation in
next cropping seasons.

To fulfil the water needs of the cement
manufacturing unit and the colony,
ACC TRUST constructed a check dam
on the Mez River. The water from
the check dam is also available to
the farmers for agriculture and for
drinking purposes.
ACC TRUST created a water reservoir
in the limestone mine pit which
stretches along five kilometres.
During the monsoons, water gets
collected in the mine pit, thereby
providing water throughout the year
for agriculture and animal husbandry
and aids groundwater recharge.
At another mine in Lakheri, ACC

Filled check dam at Gendoli, which harvests about 7.5 crore
litres check
of rainwater.
ACCwhich
TRUST’s
interventions,
Gendoli
has of rainwater.
Filled
dam atAfter
Gendoli,
harvests
about 7.5
crore litres
become
water self-sufficient
After
ACCaTRUST’s
interventions,village
Gendoli has become a water self-sufficient village.
For more details, please contact vikram.sharma@acclimited.com
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TIKARIA

HARVESTING SURPLUS WATER FOR FUTURE USE

Rainwater harvesting lake created by ACC TRUST with a surface
area of 24,000m2 and 2.5 metres deep, having a storage capacity of
60,000m3 of water

ACC Tikaria Cement works is situated
in the Uttar Pradesh State Industrial
Development Corporation (UPSIDC)
area. Agriculture is the main source
of livelihood but it remains nonremunerative due to small land
holdings and some being landless.
The area receives an average annual
rainfall of about 1005 mm. However,
the drains have no water flow as they
are often choked. The drinking water
resources like wells and hand pumps
are contaminated due to excessive
use of fertilisers and pesticides.

This structure has benefitted and
motivated 60 farmers to build similar
structures in their fields to store
rainwater and use it to cultivate Rabi
crops in their fields.
Farmers of six villages were trained
in Medbandhi, the construction of an
earthen wall around the field to store
rainwater and to stop it from flowing
into their fields.

ACC TRUST created an awareness
campaign on rainwater harvesting
and water conservation in six
villages covering a population of
11,500. Educational events were
also organised in 10 schools for over
2,000 students and teachers.

ACC TRUST, Tikaria Cement Works
found ways to help the community
to improve their situation by
undertaking projects to promote
rainwater harvesting and water
conservation in the nearby villages.
Surplus water flows into nearby rivers,
creating an opportunity for rainwater
harvesting, groundwater recharge
and facilitating deep percolation
of surplus water into groundwater.
ACC TRUST constructed a rainwater
harvesting lake for training and
demonstration purposes, with a
surface area of 24,000m2 and 2.5
metres deep, having a storage
capacity of 60,000m3 of water.

Signboard of the rainwater harvesting lake
constructed by ACC TRUST
For more details,please contact akhilesh.gupta@acclimited.com
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KYMORE

SMALL STEPS TO WIN THE BIG BATTLE
AGAINST WATER SCARCITY

Water
scarcity
is
a
social,
environmental
and
economic
problem which can be the result of
both human and natural causes and
usually occurs when the available
supply of potable, clean water within
an area is less than the demand for it.
Kymore in Katni District of Madhya
Pradesh is a drought prone area.
Owing to erratic monsoons and the
overuse of groundwater, all water
sources; including local ponds have
dried up, depleting groundwater
sources and leaving farmers with
very little water for farming. Katni
was even declared a drought district
by the Government of Madhya
Pradesh in 2016.
To combat the issues of water
shortage, ACC TRUST, Kymore
Cement Works is continually working
towards improving the supply of
drinking water, both for the residents
and livestock.
In the absence of a rainwater
harvesting reservoir, rainwater flows
from Mehgaon Mines through a
farmland, causing soil erosion.
The area also has nine wells, nine
bore wells and two hand pumps,
which dry up during the summer.
To conserve water, a stop dam was
constructed in Amuwari Village near
Mehgaon Mines in a 20,000 square
feet area. It is expected that after
this year’s monsoons, this rainwater
harvesting reservoir would not only
help in groundwater recharge but
also store water to irrigate around
200 acres of land.
Nearby wells and tube wells are the
only sources of water for Kalehra
Village, close to Bamangawan Mines.
Around 150 farmers having total
land holdings of around 200 acres
had access to water extracted out
of the Bamangawan mine pit, which
was used for irrigation. However,
a significant amount of water got
wasted due to the absence of a
structured drainage system. Hence,
a 0.8 km long irrigation channel was

Stop Dam at Amuwari village that was constructed by
ACC TRUST to harvest rainwater

constructed under ACC’s supervision
and was completed in two months.
Water flowing through the channel
now gets accumulated in an
abandoned pit at Kalehra Village. The
channel has outlets in between, for
drinking purpose of livestock and for
domestic use of the villagers.
To facilitate rainwater harvesting,
ACC TRUST constructed a check dam
at Nala with a catchment area of
approximately 10 lakh m3. Initially,
the villagers were disappointed as
the village did not receive adequate
water and the check dam dried
out, creating yet another incidence
of drought. Fortunately, the area
received good rainfall a week later
and the check dam filled up quickly,
thereby providing water to the
villagers.

The village of Gudgadauha was
facing acute water shortage and
depended on water tankers to
fulfill their water needs. In 2017,
ACC TRUST collaborated with 230
villagers who performed Shramdaan
(voluntary contribution involving
physical labour) to deepen a pond
covering an area of one hectare. In
2018, a 2.3 km long pipeline was
laid down in this village, with the
contribution of the Panchayat and
supply of water through tankers has
stopped permanently since then.
Through the initiatives carried out by
ACC, 30,000 people have benefitted
across 16 villages.

The irrigation channel at Kalehra village that was constructed by ACC TRUST is used
for irrigation, drinking purposes of livestock and domestic uses of the villagers

ACC TRUST constructed a check dam with a catchment area of approximately
10 lakh m3
For more details, please contact annetflorie.bishwas@acclimited.com
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JAMUL

AN ORGANISATION THAT CARES FOR
ITS COMMUNITIES

After the renovation carried out by ACC TRUST, Jamul’s Puraina
Talab is now the centre of community activities

Ponds are important hotspots for
biodiversity. They are good for our
terrestrial wildlife as well as aquatic
species. They provide drinking water
during dry weather, a supply of
insect and plant-based food, and
shelter among the emergent and
surrounding plants and trees.
Jamul’s community pond, Puraina
Talab had been in use for several
decades and was a vibrant spot in
Jamul. However, the utility value
deteriorated when the pond silted up
and its surroundings got encroached.
The residents wanted to restore the
pond, enhance its utility and beautify
so that it could once again become
the community hub.

to carry out their daily chores safely
and a concrete road was constructed
around the pond to ensure that the
surroundings were free from mud.
Today, the Puraina Talab has become
a beautiful and lively hub for
community activities. The pond is
being used for daily activities like
bathing and washing clothes and
during festivals for various pooja
activities. The community area
around the pond has an Anganwadi
Centre and a toilet built by ACC TRUST,
drinking water facilities, a park and
benches. The area is bustling with
activity with the presence of people

who gather around to socialise and
participate in community activities.

Beneficiary Speak
“Earlier water in the pond was
dirty and contaminated. We are
grateful to ACC TRUST for their efforts in beautifying the pond and
the area around it. We now have
a place to gather around and our
children have a nice park to play.”
Narmada Prasad Sahu,
Resident, Ward No.4, Jamul

Therefore, ACC TRUST Jamul Cement
Works, at the request of the residents
initiated a project for desiltation of
the pond, construction of a cemented
embankment and beautification of
the surrounding areas.
ACC TRUST met the community
leaders to understand their needs
and designed and completed
the project along with the local
municipality. Embankments were
made to prevent soil erosion, ghats
(flight of steps leading down to
water) were built on all sides of the
pond to make it accessible for people

ACC TRUST built a park around the Puraina Talab for children to play
For more details, please contact sanjay.bhattacharya@acclimited.com
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CHAIBASA

PROVIDING DRINKING WATER TO THE
NEARBY VILLAGES

Ganesh Tripathy, Director Plant - ACC Chaibasa
Cement Works and Pratyush Panda, Head - ACC
TRUST inaugurated the community hand pump

The people of Jorapokhar, Dokatta,
Kondwa and Rajanka villages of
Jhinkpani Town, West Singhbhum
District of Jharkhand did not have
direct access to clean drinking water.
ACC TRUST team at Chaibasa visited
the villages and conducted surveys,
which revealed that scarcity of clean
water was a major problem for
the villagers. Therefore, ACC TRUST
decided that providing clean drinking
water for all would be one of their
key focus areas.
ACC TRUST stepped forward to
provide theses villagers with clean

water by installing six hand pumps
in Jorapokhar, Dokatta, Rajanka
and Kondwa, four water tanks and
a pipeline in Rajanka and Kondwa
and educating them about the use
and maintenance of these water
resources.
Four water tanks were installed at
the Kondwa and Rajanka villages,
which provide drinking water to
4,441 people. Each water tank has a
capacity of 2,000 litres of water each,
having five connections via pipelines
to deliver clean drinking water to
nearby households. The water tanks

are fully automatic with water level
detection sensors installed in them.
When the water level falls below
the threshold, the pump is switched
on automatically to fill the tank to
its capacity. The auto start and stop
feature of the pump ensures that
the water tank never overflows. The
water tanks are environment friendly
and work on electricity generated by
solar panels installed on top of the
tanks which is a renewable and clean
source of energy.
ACC TRUST is continually spreading
awareness
among
the
local
communities and educating them to
use water judiciously and minimise
its wastage. They are also being
taught to maintain the water tanks
to ensure continuous supply of water.
The local community is pleased with
the initiative undertaken by ACC
TRUST.
Beneficiary Speak

ACC TRUST installed solar powered water tanks at Kondwa and Rajanka villages
that provides drinking water to 4,441 people

“ We are grateful to ACC TRUST for
this facility as we no longer waste
time and energy in carrying water.
The saved time may be used for
other productive work. ”

For more details, please contact pranavkumar.arya@acclimited.com
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SINDRI

FULFILLING THE WATER NEEDS OF THE
COMMUNITY

Members of the Shree Ganesh Self Help Group who were
supported by ACC TRUST in arranging meetings and bank
linkages and installing a drip irrigation system

ACC Sindri Cement Works is located
within the coal belt in Dhanbhad
district of Jharkhand. The main
source of livelihood for the people
of the nearby Dulubera village is
vegetable cultivation and agriculture
spread over 839 hectares of land,
but owing to the erratic monsoons,
drought spells and the lack of an
irrigation system, the farmers endure
low crop yield.
ACC TRUST met the members of
the Shree Ganesh Self Help Group
(SHG) to understand their needs
and supported the members of the
SHG by arranging meetings and
bank linkages and installing a drip
irrigation system. ACC TRUST also
provided three plastic water drums, a
150-feet long PVC pipe and a 300-feet
long drip pipe. One can now see vast
stretches of vegetable cultivation of
ladyfinger, pumpkin, ridge gourd,
radish and asparagus.
ACC TRUST stepped forward to fulfil
the other needs of the community.
One such project was rainwater
harvesting through pond deepening,
desilting and excavation to provide
water to the host villages to meet
their domestic water needs. ACC

TRUST now desilts three ponds every
year to increase the storage capacity
to ensure maximum rainwater
storage and recharge of groundwater
levels.

940 households have benefitted as
one hand pump has been installed
per 10 households, covering a
population of 5,370 people over three
villages within one Gram Panchayat.

To satisfy the drinking water needs,
ACC TRUST installs 10-12 new hand
pumps each year and maintains the
existing hand pumps. So far, 98 hand
pumps have been installed over the
last eight years in communal areas,
schools and Anganwadi Centres.
Through ACC TRUST’s intervention,

The washrooms in Khusberya Middle
School were disused due to lack of
water. ACC TRUST installed a solar
water pump which now benefits 700
students who have access to a clean
washroom with adequate water
supply.

Drip irrigation system set up by ACC TRUST that is used
for vegetable cultivation
For more details, please contact ravi.niwash@acclimited.com
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DAMODHAR

CREATING LIVELIHOOD THROUGH THE
INTEGRATED WATER MANAGEMENT INITIATIVE

ACC TRUST desilted a pond to increase the storage
capacity of water that is used for cultivation

Damodhar is a socio-economically
backward area where a majority of
the population depends on rainfed
agriculture as the main source of
livelihood. Falling agriculture and
small land holdings, low rainfall and
scarcity of water has added to the
woes of the people in Damodhar.
ACC TRUST Damodhar Cement
Works plays a crucial role in
providing a holistic approach
towards increasing the availability
of water and providing alternate
sources of livelihood through the
introduction of the Integrated Water
Management
Initiative,
which
consists of community kitchen
gardens, pisciculture and sustainable
agriculture.

seasonal vegetables like ladyfinger
and beans.
One of the six ponds in the area
is being used for pisciculture.
Pisciculturists generate livelihood
through fish cultivation, which
enables them to earn `1.2 lakhs per
annum.
Through ACC TRUST’s initiatives, the
community now has more water
available to them, the soil quality
has improved, the flora and fauna in
the area is protected and the number
of income generating activities has
increased.

Beneficiary Speak
“ We experienced water shortage
throughout the year as the nearest source of water was far away
from our village. We are grateful to ACC TRUST for excavating
ponds for our use. Our SHG named
Vivek Swanirbhar Sangha cultivates fish and carries out kitchen
gardening at the periphery of the
pond dam.”
Babita Bouri, Sunuri Village

Four existing water bodies have been
desilted and two new water bodies
have been excavated across four
villages, generating 2.7 lakh kilolitres
of water and touching the lives of
1,050 beneficiaries.
To reduce soil erosion of pond dams,
community kitchen gardens have
been created along the periphery.
These pond dams are being used by
Self Help Groups (SHGs) to cultivate

ACC TRUST excavated a pond for rainwater harvesting
For more details, please contact: saikat.roy@acclimited.com
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BARGARH

CREATING WATER RESOURCES WHERE THERE
IS SHORTAGE

The Bargarh District in Odisha
experiences
extreme
summers
where water sources dry up and the
groundwater level drops tremendously
causing water shortage, thereby
affecting the lives of the people whose
livelihood depends on agriculture
and allied activities. The ACC Dunguri
limestone quarry too is affected by the
decreasing groundwater level despite
being located adjacent to the Hirakud
reservoir, the world’s longest dam.
On one hand, water is scarce, but on
the other hand, the area does not
have adequate rainwater harvesting
systems. In order to address water
scarcity in the area, ACC TRUST Bargarh
Cement Works has been carrying out
activities in water conservation in the
Dunguri area with the aim of achieving
water positivity.

10

Some of the projects undertaken by
ACC TRUST include the renovation of
four ponds - Telibandh of Dhipapada,
Chandi Mandir Pond of Dunguri Basti
and Badmal and Sauntamal Ponds for
water harvesting purposes and five
out of the six rainwater harvesting
structures within the Dunguri Gram
Panchayat. ACC TRUST also installed
and repaired 11 hand pumps and a
pipeline, dug three bore wells with
submersible motors and set up a
drinking water facility at the centre
of the Dunguri Village. ACC TRUST, in
partnership with the District Mineral
Fund has constructed an overhead tank
for the Dunguri Panchayat, which will
supply water to about 5,200 families.
ACC TRUST received a request from the
local Sarpanch and the Panchayati Raj
Institution (PRI) members in May 2018
to deepen the Mahadev Mandir Pond
of Dunguri Basti. Around 5,550 m3 of

ACC TRUST set up a drinking water
facility at the centre of the Dunguri
Village
soil was excavated from the pond at
a total cost of `5.54 lakhs. ACC TRUST
supported the project by contributing
`2.54 lakhs while the Dunguri Gram
Panchayat spent `3 lakhs. The water
storage capacity of the pond has
increased from 30 metres to 80 metres.
The extra water will be used for
agriculture and household purposes.
Through this initiative, around 2,500
community members are expected
to benefit and around 50 to 60 acres
of land is expected to be cultivated
throughout the year.
For more details, please contact:
jamil.khan@acclimited.com

MADUKKARAI

INCREASING WATER STORAGE CAPACITY
THROUGH DESILITING

Kurumbapalayam Village, located half
a kilometer from ACC Madukkarai
Cement Works has a population of
around 4,000 people and faces severe
water shortage due to low rainfall. The
village has two check dams where water
could not be stored owing to silt in the
Periyapallam River and the shallow
nature of the check dam’s watershed
area, made collection and storage of
water a challenge.
ACC TRUST, Madukkarai Cement
Works left no stone unturned in
accommodating the request of the
leaders and Farmers’ Organisation of
the village who requested ACC TRUST to
help them combat water shortage. ACC
TRUST allocated funds for the water
conversation project and desilted the
Periyapallam River up to two kilometres
and constructed two check dams
to conserve water for the benefit of
farmers and village community.

ACC TRUST desilted the Periyapallam River up to two kilometres and constructed
two check dams to conserve water for the benefit of farmers and village community

After the heavy downpour in August
2017, the water level reached its
maximum capacity. By desilting the
check dams at Kurumbapalayam
Village and Madukkarai nala (drain),
an additional storage capacity of about
557 lakh litres of water was created.
Additionally, a green belt was formed
by planting 300 trees at the Madukkarai
nala and 600 trees at the check dams at
Kurumbapalayam Village.

The government, local communities
and the Farmers’ Organisation have
appreciated ACC TRUST’s efforts
in conserving water. Through this
initiative, 340 acres of agricultural land
got irrigated; benefitting 60 farmers
and agricultural labourers. In addition to
this, the bore wells at Krumbapalayam
village and the Madukkarai Market
area were rejuvenated. In total, 18,000
people across two villages have
benefited from ACC TRUST’s water
conservation initiative.

For more details, please contact: daniel.sunderraj@acclimited.com
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WADI

BRIDGING GAPS FOR THE COMMUNITY

ACC TRUST constructed the bridge-cum-barrage over the Kagina River,
which fulfils the water needs of 9,000 kilolitres of water that is used by
ACC Wadi Cement Works, ACC colony and the community and livestock

Wadi is known for its limestone
deposits and is home to two ACC
cement plants. The area has limited
access to clean drinking water
due to natural contaminants like
fluoride and limestone, thus causing
the community to suffer from
waterborne diseases like diarrhoea
and cholera.
Understanding the severity of the
issue, ACC TRUST Wadi Cement Works
provided a Reverse Osmosis (RO)
water plant to help the community
combat drinking water shortage.
However, the local residents used
the facility for domestic purposes
too. To prevent misuse, a Water
ATM was installed where residents
have a prepaid card which they can
use to obtain clean drinking water
at a nominal cost of ₹5 per 20 litres
of water. The RO Water ATM has
a capacity of 1,000 litres per hour
benefitting 800 families. Drinking
clean water has improved the health
of the community and the incidence
of waterborne diseases has reduced
drastically.
ACC TRUST, Wadi Cement Works has
constructed a bridge-cum-barrage
on the Kagina River at Ingalgi Village

of Kalaburagi (Gulbarga) District,
Karnataka with the technical
support of the Department of
Minor Irrigation, Government of
Karnataka under ACC Sanrakshit
Paryavaran Project. Construction was
completed within two years after
approval from the Minor Irrigation
Department and was handed back
to them for future maintenance.
The bridge now provides access to
the other side of the village whereas
the farmers struggled to cross the

river before the bridge was built.
The barrage impounds water and
has a storage capacity of 10 lakh m3.
It fulfils the water needs of 9,000
kilolitres per day that is used by ACC
Wadi Cement Works, ACC colony
and the community and livestock
in Ingalgi village through a pipeline.
Approximately 10,000 people are
benefitting from the construction of
the bridge-cum-barrage. With this
water, farmers cultivate two crops a
year.

ACC TRUST set up a water ATM with a capacity of 1,000 litres of water per hour
benefiting 800 families at a nominal cost of Rs. 5 per 20 litres of water
For more details, please contact peddanna.beedala@acclimited.com
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KUDITHINI

WATER CONSERVATION THROUGH
POND REJUVENATION

Everything on earth requires water to
sustain itself. Water is one of our most
precious resources. Using simple
water conservation techniques can
help make a difference.
Veniveerapura, a village near
Kudithini of Ballari District, Karnataka
is a drought prone area with an
average annual rainfall of no more
than 624 mm. Due to low rainfall,
drinking water is scarce for the
community and cattle. Responding to
a request from the local community
to provide clean water for drinking
and domestic purpose, the water
resource
development
project
under the Sanrakhshit Paryavaran
programme, of ACC TRUST, tapped
into reviving and rejuvenating an
abandoned pond located in the
outskirts of the village. This pond
has the potential to increase the
moisture of the soil, which in turn
will increase groundwater, thereby
recharging bore wells and conserving
rainwater.

A dried up pond before it was revived
and rejuvenated by ACC Trust

Adopting the pond has successfully
improved the quality of life in the
villages around. The pond now has
a storage capacity of 24.84 lakh
litres of water. Approximately 1,800
villagers and 3,000 livestock have
benefitted. The reuse of the pond has
resulted in an increase in the amount
of water in groundwater tables and
bore wells. The pond meets the
drinking water needs of livestock
and domestic water needs of the
community. The pond also provides
water for irrigation.
The village witnessed good rainfall
which increased the amount of
rainwater being harvested. Once the
project was complete, the villagers
were overjoyed and commended the
work carried out by ACC TRUST.

The pond containing water for domestic
purposes that was revived and
rejuvenated by ACC TRUST

Beneficiary Speak
“We get plenty of water after the rejuvenation of the pond, which fulfils our water needs and is helpful for the
cattle too. The groundwater level has also increased in our village. ACC TRUST has done a great job in water
conservation.”
Ramakrishna,
Director, Ballari Farmer Producer Organisation
For more details, please contact chinduluri.ramanjulu@acclimited.com
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THONDEBHAVI

PROVIDING WATER FOR DRINKING AND
DOMESTIC PURPOSES

ACC TRUST set up a Reverse Osmosis drinking water facility for the
community within the Thondebhavi Gram Panchayat, benefitting
approximately 250 households

Water scarcity is one of the biggest
challenges faced in the villages
around Thondebhavi Cement Works
due to low rainfall in the area. Water
resources are depleting and the
villagers are forced to buy water
especially during the summer when
the groundwater dries up. Lack of
clean drinking water in the area is
the cause of multiple health issues.
To decrease the incidence of water
scarcity and to improve the health
of the community, ACC TRUST
Thondebhavi Cement Works is
committed to supporting the
community in villages surrounding
the plant in rainwater harvesting,
water conservation and providing
clean drinking water.
ACC TRUST coordinated with the
local health team to investigate the
cause of complaints by the residents
of villages near Thondebhavi Cement
Works about multiple health issues.
After considerable research, hard
water was found to be the cause. ACC
TRUST provided clean drinking water
by installing a Reverse Osmosis (RO)
water facility for the community
within the Thondebhavi Gram
Panchayat. The local and district

administration have commended the
efforts of ACC TRUST for providing
clean drinking water to nearby
communities. Approximately 250
households have benefited from the
initiative.
In order to increase the groundwater
table, ACC TRUST installed a
recharge shaft in the rainwater
harvesting pond which has helped
in improving the groundwater level
in the surrounding villages as well.
Following the installation of the
recharge shaft, 17 dry bore wells
in neighbouring villages started
releasing water in 15 days. The water
quantity in the existing bore wells
increased drastically.

Thondebhavi, surrounded by hills,
gets little rain and faces shortage
of water. To save rainwater along
the foot of the hill, ACC TRUST, in
collaboration with the District Forest
Department, Education Department
and Panchayats of Kallinayakanahalli,
Bevanhalli and Thondebhavi, dug
trenches covering approximately 30
acres of land, from Kallinayakanahalli
to Alipur. These trenches help to
reduce velocity of water runoff,
enhance water infiltration and
prevent soil erosion. 50,000 saplings
have been planted in the trenches to
minimise loss of water.

ACC TRUST dug trenches covering approximately 30 acres of land,
from Kallinayakahalli to Alipur to reduce the velocity of water runoff,
enhance water infiltration and prevent soil erosion
For more details, please contact subhash.devadiga@acclimited.com
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CHANDA

ENABLING WATER FOR FARMING ALL
YEAR ROUND

ACC TRUST constructed a cement check dam cum bridge at Chanakha
Shindola Mines to provide safe commuting between two villages. The
villagers used to earlier wade through water to reach the other side

Agriculture is one of the most
important sources of livelihood
in the villages of Yenak, Sawangi,
Sindoli, Usgaon and Gugghus near
ACC’s Chanda plant and mines.
Yet, with severe drought in recent
times, and increasing population,
demand had surpassed supply. Water
scarcity added to farmers woes. ACC
TRUST propagates shared value and
introduced watershed conservation
and development in these villages
to encourage water self-sufficiency.
This
includes
conservation,
regeneration and judicious use of
resources within a watershed area;
rainwater harvesting, construction
of cement check dams (nala bund)
and reservoirs, deepening of ponds
and desilting.
An interesting project is the Bucket
Farm Pond in Chanda, which is a large
hole dug in the earth which harvests
rainwater and stores it for future
use; it also controls soil erosion.
35 bucket farms were constructed
which increased the water table
and thus the agricultural output by
10% over 175 acres of land. During
summer, the accumulated water
was used for livestock and green belt
development.

Lift irrigation involves lifting of
water using pumps and distributing
it through pipes and other means.
ACC TRUST implemented lift
irrigation over 214 acres in Usgaon
and Paramdoh, contributing 60% of
the cost, together with the farming
communities who contributed the
rest. A kilometer long pipeline was
laid from the river to the farmlands.
The result - a 40% increase in crop
output.

Cement check dams that meet
the requirements of 157 acres of
land were constructed and pond
excavation was carried out that
enables irrigation of 175 acres.
The result - Kharif and Rabi crops
can both be harvested due to the
availability and accessibility of water
all year round!
The positive response from the
government and the local villagers is
very encouraging.

ACC TRUST built a check dam at Yenak village to
harvest rainwater for future use
For more details, please contact vijay.khati@acclimited.com
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ABOUT US
ACC Limited is India’s foremost cement manufacturer with
a countrywide network of factories and marketing offices.
Established in 1936, it has been a pioneer and trend-setter in
cement and concrete technology. Among the first companies
in India to include commitment to environment protection
as a corporate objective. ACC continues to be recognised for
environment friendly measures taken at its plants and mines. Its
commitment to sustainable development, its fairness in business
dealings and the considerable on going efforts in community
welfare have won the company acclaim as a responsible corporate
citizen.
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The CSR Health Impact Awards — an initiative
of India Health & Wellness Summit — is
constituted to inspire organisations to drive a
nationwide CSR–based health movement and
to appeal to the corporate conscience of others,
to participate at a grander scale and make the
movement stronger.
ACC Lakheri has been awarded the CSR Health
Impact Award – Bronze, for the Women and
Child Health Initiative category.
The award ceremony was graced by Mr Vijay
Goel, Hon’ble Minister of State for Parliamentary
Affairs and Statistic and Implementation and
Mrs Anupriya Patel, Hon’ble Minister of State
for Health and Family Welfare. ACC Lakheri,
represented by Vikram Sharma, Manager-CSR,
ACC Lakheri, was presented the award by Nikky
Gupta, Co-Founder, India Health and Wellness
Summit and Awards and Dr Shankar Narang,
COO, Paras Healthcare Limited.

ACC TRUST
Cement House,
121, Maharshi Karve Road,
Mumbai 400 020, India.
www.acclimited.com

